Volkswagen jetta electrical problems

Volkswagen is a popular and generally reliable import choice for American consumers. With the
degree of penetration the German company has in the U. However, that is not to say
Volkswagen is bug free. Their most popular sedan, the Jetta, has a host of minor problems
reported by multiple drivers. While none of these bugs should be enough to ban a Jetta from
your consideration, they are good to know in advance. Prepared with the right information, you
may just avoid owning a lemon. One of the most common complaints concerning the
Volkswagen Jetta is the frequency with which the interior electronic components break down.
Common problems include broken fans and lights, usually due to loose wiring. According to the
account of several drivers, the Volkswagen Jetta has loose wiring immediately beneath the
dashboard that tends to become disconnected or frayed, reducing the efficacy of interior
systems. Another common complaint, often connected with electrical issues, is trouble with a
stalling engine or an engine that will not start. This tends to be the most common cause of a
Jetta becoming a lemon, since a number of factors can make engine troubles hard to diagnose
and repair. Most frequently it is due to malfunctions with the electric starter, although
transmission problems are also common to the machine. In addition to those complaints that
are frequently cited by unhappy Jetta owners, Volkswagen has issued a number of recalls on its
own. While most of these have been corrected, it is valuable information for those intending to
purchase a used Jetta. The most recent recall was due to inappropriately aligned headlights that
did not work as they should have under normal driving conditions. A more serious recall,
conducted in cites the possibility of a frayed fuel line igniting a fire. In line with other complaints
about the electrical components, Volkswagen issued a recall to fix brake light issues in
However, unlike other issues that have demanded recalls, broken brake lights have been the
subject of two additional recalls since, indicating a chronic problem. While not a super frequent
complaint, many drivers have noted the Jetta's thin paint job, which tends to chip away very
quickly. Issues with the bumper have been particularly frequent, to the point that many
dealerships are pushing touch-up paint on buyers of the Volkswagen Jetta. Based in Seattle,
Louie Doverspike has been a professional writer since His work has appeared in various
publications, including "AntiqueWeek" magazine, the "Prague Post" and "Seattle Represent!
Recalls In addition to those complaints that are frequently cited by unhappy Jetta owners,
Volkswagen has issued a number of recalls on its own. Chronic Recalls In line with other
complaints about the electrical components, Volkswagen issued a recall to fix brake light issues
in Paint Issues While not a super frequent complaint, many drivers have noted the Jetta's thin
paint job, which tends to chip away very quickly. Volkswagen Jetta owners have reported 1,
electrical system related problems since Table 1 shows the 33 most common electrical system
problems. The number one most common problem is related to the vehicle's electrical system
problems. The second most common problem is related to the vehicle's ignition coils failure
problems. For details of each of the problem category, use the links in the table. I came to a
stop light and had my car in neutral. Put it into first at a green light and there was no power, the
engine had cut off. I drive a manual and have for my entire life. There was no lurching or
anything, just a silent cut. Read details While driving on a city street my check engine light
came on and started blinking then stopped blinking and is now on along with the epc code. This
is the 3rd time in 2 years my vehicle has done this so I know its the ignition coils causing a
misfire. My tired was punctured and the tire pressure indicator light did not come on at all. The
seatbelts never retract after taking them off they just hang there. The contact owns a
Volkswagen Jetta. The contact stated that she was unable to remove the key from the ignition
after parking the vehicle and turning the vehicle off. The police was contacted for assistance,
and after multiple attempts, an officer removed the key from the ignition. I purchased the
Volkswagen Jetta in December of The vehicle currently has roughly 50k miles. When the
incident occurred it had 38k miles when I first noticed a weird smell coming from my air vents.
Car Problems. Table 1. Electrical System related problems of Volkswagen Jetta. The Electrical
System problem I came to a stop light and had my car in neutral. The Ignition Coils Failure
problem While driving on a city street my check engine light came on and started blinking then
stopped blinking and is now on along with the epc code. The Horn Assembly problem My tired
was punctured and the tire pressure indicator light did not come on at all. The Ignition problem
The contact owns a Volkswagen Jetta. Electrical System problems. Ignition Coils Failure
problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition problems. Wiring problems. Ignition Switch
problems. Battery problems. Ignition Module problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Fuses And
Circuit Breaker problems. Starter problems. Trunk Wiring problems. Software problems.
Instrument Panel problems. Dash Wiring problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Battery Dead
problems. O2 Sensor problems. Power Door Locks Not Working problems. Anti-theft Controller
problems. Mass Air Flow Sensor problems. Headlights Turn Off While Driving problems.
Electrical Failure problems. Dashboard Failed problems. Battery Cable problems. Crankshaft

Position Sensor problems. Car Will Not Accelerate problems. Starter Relay problems.
Instrument Panel Failure problems. Back Up Alarm problems. Starter Solenoid problems.
Computer Failure problems. Volkswagen Jetta owners have reported problems related to
electrical system under the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are
listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Volkswagen Jetta
based on all problems reported for the Jetta. I came to a stop light and had my car in neutral.
Put it into first at a green light and there was no power, the engine had cut off. I drive a manual
and have for my entire life. There was no lurching or anything, just a silent cut. Hard to get it
turned back on, the vehicle seemed confused when I hit the start button. Was nearly rear ended.
See all problems of the Volkswagen Jetta. Clock spring broke when turning wheel 1. Control
panel fan stopped working and back passenger floor is wet. Engine light is on Jetta 1. Ecu 1
states code p05a0 active grille air shutter "a" stuck on. This is a defect in the sensor system.
Should vw have to pay? Car has 65k on it and has been acting up for at least 10k miles on the
following items: 1. The airbag indicator light on dash went on for no reason and I had to pay a
diagnostic fee for it to be reset. The bluetooth will still work but to connect with my cord to also
charge, very inconsistent. The tire dash light is constantly illuminated despite having the tires
and monitors checked several times. The back up warning indicator has recently stopped
alerting me and I came within inches of backing into a car today. I would like my dash to be
error message free and my radio reliably working via my phone cord. I have tried different
cords, purchased new tires and monitors, and the same issues continually occur. This all
occurs when the vehicle is powered on, does not matter if it is parked or being driven. Started
vehicle in morning went back inside to grab bags and water while car warmed up. Came back
and sat in drivers seat. I put car in reverse to back out of driveway. No brakes at all. I had to
push down on brake pedal as hard as I could to stop car. Luckily was not out of driveway. Put
car in park and turned off and turned car back on. Same faults came on dashboard and screen.
As well as airbag fault. In the middle of driving on the highway, the car spontaneously shut
down electrically, as if a fuse shorted, almost all dashboard lights turned on, the steering wheel
locked up, and the brakes went unresponsive, nearly causing a collision. Once the car came to
a complete stop, it was turned off in an attempt to regain control. After turning the car back on,
the same dashboard lights remained illuminated, and the car wouldn't go more than 40mph,
creating another accident risk during the remainder of the drive home. My car alarm goes off
consistently without any signs of being tampered with. If I touch the fuse box or open my doors
the alarm will go off with the car unlocked. While the car is started the alarm will go off. All
hours of the night my alarm is going off. It keeps not only my family awake but also my
neighbors. The hill hold assist did not disengaged quickly when stopped on an incline, burning
the clutch to get the vehicle to move forward. This caused smoking from the hood of the car and
we were then forced to pull to the side of a very congested highway and wait for the smoking to
stop and give the clutch a break. This has now caused premature clutch wear. I drive alot. Its
about 70, now. One tire sensor is out and the person at frirestone said theyll go out again and
its hard to know which tire it is. The ele trical is a mess. I finally took it to my mechanic. It is
defnitely electrical. I'm It has to last. But it is not. I see theres recalls for it concerning
eleectrical, yet the dealer says no never ha da recall. The night half my lights went out was after
thanksgiving as I was traveling the grapevine in cal. I was lucky not to be in an accident. While
in motion brakes were engaged to slow vehicle down. Brakes "stuck" at top of motion and
would not depress. Had to pump and after putting vehicle in park and then drive again they
would engage. Used emergency brake to stop on way home. Failure happens every 3 stops or
so. Car is running fine but my engine light is still on. Right passenger side window is blocked
inside door. My vehicle has been shutting off by itself. It first started while stopped at traffic
lights, now it shuts off while I am driving. Vehicle is brand new and has been in my possession
for 7 days. Car-net module and bluetooth audio modules have both failed. Car-net failed on day
5, bluetooth on day 6. Prescribed resolution involves pulling the appropriate fuse to reset the
system. After this procedure, system failed to reset. Key was stuck in n the ignition in the on
position. Could not turn the key either way. After several hours of the car running I was forced
to head to my local vw dealership for repair. Miscommunication from computer to abs system
causing the abs to engage when braking normally driving up to an intersection causing vehicle
to not stop while pressing the brake. Tl- the contact owns a Volkswagen Jetta. The contact
stated that the key does not turned when its placed in the ignision switch causing the steering
wheel to lockup. The vehicle was not yet taken to a dealer or an independent mechanic for a
diagnostic testing. The manufacurer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was
approximately I keep getting phone calls of vehicle recalls I have a Jetta se 2. I do not timber the
date of the recalls but I know there is another recall on my vehicle. I turn the car off; when I start
it up again seconds later, the lights are messed up finally, the lights usually stay either working

or are messed up while driving, but once in a while, they will go from working to messed up or
vice versa while driving. But I work at night and live only one mile from my job, so I have not
had this car on the road at night for any significant length of time. The most common scenario
is that the car has sat for hours; I start it, and the lights are either messed up or working fine,
and they stay that way until the car is turned off and started again. There is no remedy. My car's
electric motor stopped working. When clearing the error codes, my car does not work at all.
When calling vw, advised that I can put in a new transmission and it will work. When I asked
why that isn't the fix to their recall, they said they don't know yet. They advised that if I put in my
own transmission and they determine a different part is needed anywhere in the process, they
will not be able to compensate me for the recall. The car has been sitting at different shops
trying to figure out a fix since July and has been undriveable since Aug Key gets stuck in
ignition and vehicle keeps running. Takes several minutes before the key is able to be removed
with additional pressure and tapping on the key and ignition. Seems to be a common complaint
and a recall or campaign should be issued by vw. Tl the contact owns a Volkswagen Jetta. The
contact stated that a fuel line going over top of an electrical line or the electrical going over top
of the fuel line causing the vehicle to overheat. The temperature gauge light illuminated with an
audible tone. The contact coasted to the side of the road and lifted the hood. The contact stated
that the coolant was bubbling and boiling in the coolant reservoir. The contact let the vehicle sit
until it cooled down and added coolant into the reservoir and drove the vehicle to her son's
residence. The contact called the dealer and informed them of the failure and was informed to
scheduled an appointment. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer. The manufacturer was not
made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately 83, My radio in my vw is
compromised. When the agents put the volume up I can hear lower the speaker, which initiates
the volume being raised inside my car. When the volume is lowered inside my car by the agents,
it allows the agents to hear what I'm saying inside my car. The same situation is occurring with
my apple iphone when I listen to music through air pods via bluetooth and wired pods.
Constitutional right. Epc warning light came on suddenly; vehicle throttled down and continued
to buck and stall out; loss of power and speed. Very dangerous while in traffic. No specific
diagnostic code s were saved or triggered. This causes costly and unneeded diagnostics and
repairs. The key will not t urn to off position and car keeps running. It happened 2 more times
then yesterday it happened 5 times. Car had to be stalled manually in order for it to stop
running. The key would then come out of ignition. This is becoming a major safety issue. Am
taking to dealer to get fixed hopefully. The key gets stuck in the ignition. The car won't turn off
and keeps running. I looked it up and found several vw Jetta's with the same problem. It should
be recalled by vw. It is a safety concern and seems to be common. I ordered the part on line and
was told of a national shortage. When the vehicle downshifts to lower gears the engine stutters
and eventually stalls out. Unable to turn key to turn off ignition. Car is in the Volkswagen
service center for the three weeks for repair. My car can be turned off and does need to be in
park. The electrical comes and goes but the most alarming is the Jetta accelerates on it's own
and it takes a couple of minutes to get it under control. At one point I have no way of stopping
the acceleration to stop. Also, I asked crestmont vw if it was normal to have car off and not in
park. They acted like it was normal. The Jetta has rolled back and almost hit people. I have not
received any recalls from the company. It happens all the time. One was about 10 day's ago,
July 9th getting on the freeway in houston. I got it to the nearest dealership, montroad
Volkswagen off I The doors do not lock when I drive the car and it does not lock with the key
remote control. I have been investigated the problem that this car has to secure the doors, and
apparently it is very common in these vw cars, although the problem not about security, I do
believe that it is, because one believes that it lock all the doors and it is not so, that's why you
think it should be repaired by you. Car ran hot first time air conditioning got hot car was going
any faster with smoke from engine. No indicator at all car was running hot. Dealership stated
the block mess up. Adjuster came stated theromast which not cover warranty for my car. Why
was I never aware my car had these issues. Key will not come out of ignition, making it
impossible to turn off. Looks exactly like recall 19v from last year, but my VIN isn't included,
despite being in the same years and models. Ignition fails to recognize when vehicle is in park
and won't let key be released. Leaves me stranded and unable to turn off car or remove key.
Igniton switch malfunction. Will not turn and leaves vehicle running, key is unable to be
removed. Vw knows about this issue a
ford f150 vacuum hose diagram
what is the firing order on a small block chevy
black and decker gh900 parts diagram
nd fails to issue a recall. I brought this matter to their attention and they will not fix the issue

nor reimburse consumer. Vw has not informed me of a recall or warrant on part nor has the
dealership, although customer service states they mailed a notice to owners. Car Problems.
Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 1. Electrical System problem of the
Volkswagen Jetta 2. Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 3. Electrical System
problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 4. Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 5.
Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 6. Electrical System problem of the
Volkswagen Jetta 7. Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 8. Electrical System
problem of the Volkswagen Jetta 9. Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Jetta Ignition
Coils Failure problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition problems. Wiring problems. Ignition
Switch problems. Battery problems. Ignition Module problems. Car Will Not Start problems.

